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9780358743248
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 12/13/2022
$13.50 CAD
80 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Bears

Amy Cherrix

In this acclaimed addition to the beloved Scientists in the
Field series, author Amy Cherrix follows scientists
investigating black bears—and other animals around the
globe—who are rapidly becoming our neighbors in urban
and suburban areas. With full-color photography.?

Backyard Bears

9780358329596
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 4/19/2022
$23.99 CAD
96 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Birds

Mark Wilson

Are the snowy owls in trouble? Venture into the Alaskan
arctic and the summer realm of these predator birds to
find out. Discover the diverse species necessary to owl
survival, how climate change is affecting the landscape of
their nesting site of past millennia, and what it takes to do
field research in this action-packed addition to the award-
winning Scientists in the Field series. 

The Snowy Owl Scientist

9780358325697
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 12/6/2022
$23.99 CAD
48 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Birds

Steve Jenkins, Robin Page

Caldecott Honor–winning team Steve Jenkins and Robin
Page celebrate the astonishing diversity of bird species in
this magnificently illustrated picture book.

The Bird Book

9780062470638
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 11/10/2020
$10.99 CAD
48 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Dinosaurs &

Seymour Simon

A nonfiction picture book all about dinosaurs from
renowned and celebrated children’s science writer,
Seymour Simon!

Dinosaurs: Fact and Fable

9780358396055
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 1/25/2022
$24.99 CAD
128 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Dinosaurs &

Cheryl Blackford

A fascinating, highly visual biography of Mary Anning,
the Victorian fossil hunter who changed scientific thinking
about prehistoric life and would become one of the most
celebrated paleontologists of all time. Perfect for children
learning about woman scientists like Ada Lovelace, Jane
Goodall, and Katherine Johnson.

Fossil Hunter

9780062930187
Quill Tree Books
Pub Date: 3/1/2022
$9.99 CAD
272 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Dinosaurs &

Steve Brusatte

Written by Steve Brusatte, a rising star in the world of
paleontology and author of the New York Times bestselling
book The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs, this new middle
grade nonfiction book will fascinate readers as they learn
about the history of these remarkable animals, what
caused them to evolve and go extinct, and the science we
use to make new discoveries about them every day. 

The Age of Dinosaurs: The Rise and Fall of
the World’s Most Remarkable Animals

9780755501793
Red Shed
Pub Date: 10/18/2022
$29.99 CAD
224 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Dinosaurs &

Miranda Smith, Jenny Wren, Xuan Le, Max Rambaldi, Juan
Calle, Olga Baumert

A dinosaur for every day of the year!

A Dinosaur A Day

9781646433476
Cider Mill Press
Pub Date: 6/27/2023
$19.95 CAD
128 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Dinosaurs &

Julius Csotonyi, Thomas Nelson

Blast into the past and make amazing discoveries
through the dinosaur era with Kid Paleontologist.

Introduce young readers to the wonders of the prehistoric
era and answer little kids’ big questions about dinosaurs.
Covering millions of years of prehistory and following in the
footprints of the biggest reptiles to walk the Earth, this
accessible book breaks difficult concepts down into
kid-friendly language so learning is easy and fun for
everyone. Get up close and personal with your favorite
dinos, including the ferocious T. rex, Velociraptor,
Apatosaurus, Brachiosaurus, and more. This book
features:

Kid Paleontologist
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9780358743231
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 11/15/2022
$9.99 CAD
176 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Endangered

Nancy F. Castaldo

Acclaimed nonfiction author Nancy Castaldo details the
successful efforts of scientists bringing threatened animals
back from the brink of extinction with exciting prose and
full-color photography—perfect for animal lovers and
reluctant nonfiction readers.

Back from the Brink

9780063290860
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 8/15/2023
$18.50 CAD
80 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Mammals

Sy Montgomery, Nic Bishop

This myth-busting addition to the critically
acclaimed Scientists in the Field series by Sibert
Medal–winning team Sy Montgomery and Nic
Bishop is perfect for nonfiction readers looking for
more female scientist narratives, or a fresh
perspective on an misrepresented animal—hyenas!

The Hyena Scientist

9781646434039
Applesauce Press
Pub Date: 8/15/2023
$19.95 CAD
128 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Marine Life

Applesauce Press

Discover amazing species, marine ecosystems, and
underwater marvels with Kid Oceanographer.

Introduce young readers to the wonders of the sea and
answer little kids’ big questions about these incredible
marine environments. How deep is the ocean? Did you
know there are underwater volcanoes? How many species
live in the sea? Why do tsunamis start? From the depths of
the Mariana Trench to vibrant coral reefs, let this book be
your guide to the mysteries of the seven seas. An
astounding 80 percent of the ocean has never been
explored, mapped, or even seen by humans. We’ve
explored more of the moon and Mars than we have our
own ocean floor! Oceanographers and marine biologists

Kid Oceanographer

9780358381402
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 12/13/2022
$23.99 CAD
80 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Reptiles &

Dorothy Hinshaw Patent, Nate Dappen, Neil Losin

In this groundbreaking, exceptionally researched
installment of the award-winning Scientists in the Field
series, discover how lizards rapidly adapt to life in the
Caribbean islands, allowing scientists to study Charles
Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection in real
time. 

The Lizard Scientists

9781646434008
Applesauce Press
Pub Date: 8/15/2023
$22.95 CAD
96 pages • Leather
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Reptiles &

Applesauce Press

Take a look into the hidden world of your favorite
cold-blooded creatures with The Ultimate Reptile
Field Guide—created as if an herpetologist painted
these illustrations and made these notes while out
collecting research.

Pick up the journal of a nature explorer and discover the
best reptiles the world has to offer. Encounter reptiles of all
shapes and sizes and note observations on each species’
appearance, diet, hunting strategies, and more. This
spectacular visual guide gets you up close and personal
with these awesome reptiles.

This field guide features:

The Ultimate Reptile Field Guide

9780358274230
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 8/9/2022
$23.99 CAD
96 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals / Wolves,

Nancy F. Castaldo

In this exhilarating installment of the award-winning
Scientists in the Field series, journey to the isolated islands
of Isle Royale National Park where the longest
predator/prey study in the world is being conducted along
with a controversial genetic rescue to save not only the
wolves and moose, but the entire island ecosystem.

The Wolves and Moose of Isle Royale

9780063288775
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 2/14/2023
$10.99 CAD
176 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction / Boys
& Men

Kwame Alexander, Thai Neave

From New York Times best-selling author and Newbury
Medal–winner Kwame Alexander, comes this motivational
playbook filled with poetry and uplifting life lessons that
inspired a generation of young readers and the rules
featured in the Disney+ The Crossover TV show.

The Playbook

9781474950688
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 5/8/2020
$17.95 CAD
128 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Business & Economics

Andrew Prentice

Economics is all about how and why we make choices.
This exciting book breaks down a fascinating subject that
governs so much of our lives. Why are markets so
important?  How do we actually make decisions? Will
robots take our jobs? Accessible and informative, this
comprehensive introduction will help readers understand
how the world really works. Cartoons, comic strips and
diagrams offer simple explanations of big ideas. Suitable
for adults and children alike – a brilliant resource for
anyone looking to learn about economics. Explores big
questions by looking at economics from every angle: from
problems that face individuals, through the issues that
affect businesses and nations, to the vital global questions

Economics For Beginners
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9781474975094
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/19/2020
$23.95 CAD
96 pages • Trade
Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /

Rosie Dickens

An introduction to coding for complete beginners, this
friendly and accessible book will teach children the basics
of Scratch (a free, online programme developed by MIT
which is widely used in primary schools), allowing them to
get inside the code of their computer and create simple
games and animations on screen. Computer coding is
now a compulsory topic on the UK National Primary
Curriculum and this book backs up what is being taught
'Code Clubs' in schools. A return to the days when
Usborne was a market-leader in computer books for
children. Many of today's tech professionals were inspired
by Usborne's coding books from the 1980s! New edition of
9781409599357.

Coding for Beginners Using Scratch

9781474950718
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/30/2020
$22.95 CAD
96 pages • Trade
Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /

Laura Cowan

A simple user-friendly book which helps complete
beginners of all ages get started using the web languages,
HTML, CSS and JavaScript. After finishing this book,
readers will have built their own website from scratch.
With step-by-step instructions at every stage and quirky
illustrations throughout. • Computer coding is now a
compulsory topic on the UK National Primary Curriculum
and this book backs up what is being taught 'Code Clubs'
in schools. HTML, CSS and JavaScript are the essential
languages for web design. This book acts as a handy
guidebook providing the most relevant and useful
instructions, terminology and examples. No one is too old
to build their own website and this book is accessible to

Build Your Own Website For Beginners

9780062741233
Greenwillow Books
Pub Date: 2/11/2020
$23.99 CAD
40 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Concepts

Joyce Hesselberth

Patterns are everywhere! How many can you find? This
gorgeously illustrated book from Joyce Hesselberth, the
creator of the acclaimed Mapping Sam, expertly
introduces readers to basic patterns in nature, music,
sports, art, language, and math. Pitter Pattern is an
exceptional mix of fiction and nonfiction perfect for the
classroom, where patterns serve as the building blocks to
all subjects. For readers of Peter Reynolds’s The Dot, Lois
Ehlert’s Lots of Spots, and Joyce Sidman’s Swirl by Swirl.

Pitter Pattern

9780062981974
Greenwillow Books
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
$10.99 CAD
40 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Concepts / Body

Seth Fishman, Isabel Greenberg

From the team behind the popular and award-winning A
Hundred Billion Trillion Stars and The Ocean in Your
Bathtub, this powerful picture book about energy and the
human body is fun, informative, accessible, and perfect for
classroom and family sharing. Kirkus Reviews called Power
Up a “fresh, scientific look at one aspect of the incredible
human body.” A delightful title to read along with Andrea
Beaty’s Ada Twist, Scientist, and Oliver Jeffers’s Here We
Are.

Power Up

9780062981783
Greenwillow Books
Pub Date: 5/19/2020
$12.50 CAD
40 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Concepts / Counting &

Seth Fishman, Isabel Greenberg

A Boston Globe–Horn Book Honor Book and winner of the
Mathical Book Prize! From a hundred billion trillion stars to
one unique you, this fun and playful picture book
illuminates some of the biggest numbers in the universe in
an accessible, kid-friendly story to sit beside the classic
bestseller How Much Is a Million? “This picture book is one
in a gazillion,” says Jane O’Connor, the New York Times–
bestselling author of the Fancy Nancy series.

A Hundred Billion Trillion Stars

9781474948166
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/5/2019
$17.95 CAD
14 pages • Trade
Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /

Katie Daynes

Look Inside a Hospital is a fabulous addition to the Look
Inside series, a fascinating insight into what really goes on
in a hospital and an important book for any child who
might be visiting ill relatives or need to go into hospital
themselves. Find out what it's like to stay overnight, how
operations happen and where babies are born. Flaps on
every page reveal intriguing action behind the scenes,
including where the surgeons get scrubbed up and where
the vomit bowl is emptied! The Emergency spread has a
full page gatefold to show even more busy action. Includes
internet links to websites with video clips and activities to
find out more about hospitals and meet patients, doctors
and nurses.

Look Inside a Hospital

9780063234253
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 1/10/2023
$10.99 CAD
224 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Language Arts /

Ralph Fletcher

A refreshed edition of the perennially popular guide to
effectively keeping a writing notebook for a new
generation of young aspiring authors, including new cover
artwork and nine chapters of new content from acclaimed
author Ralph Fletcher.

A Writer's Notebook: New and Expanded
Edition

9781474998543
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 9/27/2022
$17.95 CAD
128 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Mathematics

Sarah Hull, Tom Mumbray, Paul Boston

Can maths make people rich on the stock market? Can
formulas to predict which sports teams will win more
games? Can equations explain the mysteries of the
universe? The short answer to all these is YES. This book
explores and explains the ways that the tools of
mathematics help people to make sense of the world
around them, to predict the future and, just maybe, how
to make life itself better.

Mathematics for Beginners
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9781474986144
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/11/2022
$17.95 CAD
16 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature

Lizzie Cope

Why plastic is so bad for our planet, and what we can do
about it. Everyone knows that plastic has become a
problem for our planet, but do you know why? And do you
know how YOU can help be a part of the solution to the
problem? This vividly illustrated book is packed with flaps
that explain how plastic is made, what's bad (and
sometimes good) about different types of plastic, and the
many ways it can causes harm to our rivers, oceans and
wildlife. And there are lots of ideas for cutting down on
your own reliance on plastic, too. The book was created
with expert input from Plastic Oceans UK, a leading
campaign and education group all about the problem of
plastic.

See Inside Why Plastic is a Problem

9780062470416
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 3/5/2019
$9.99 CAD
32 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Seymour Simon

From award-winning science writer Seymour Simon
comes a revised edition the nonfiction photographic picture
book all about the human digestive system!

Guts

9780062673244
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 5/7/2019
$21.99 CAD
56 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Seymour Simon

From bestselling science writer Seymour Simon comes
Destination: Moon, a visually stunning and very accessible
look at the lead up to the 1969 Moon landing. Updated
with an airy design and chock-full of NASA photos and
sidebars, it’s perfectly timed with the 50th anniversary of
the Moon landing.

Destination: Moon

9780062844958
Katherine Tegen Books
Pub Date: 9/1/2020
$10.99 CAD
40 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Jennifer Berne, Lorraine Nam, Neil deGrasse Tyson

Author Jennifer Berne and cut-paper illustrator Lorraine
Nam tell the true, inspiring tale of how Neil DeGrasse
Tyson turned his passion for the stars into a life of
educating others as a world-famous astrophysicist. With
an introduction from Dr. Tyson himself, this is the perfect
gift for young astronomers and fans of all ages. Now in
paperback!

Look Up with Me

9781474986335
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 6/30/2022
$13.95 CAD
64 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Rob Lloyd Jones

Daily life on the International Space Station shown in lively
comic strip. Join an astronaut for a day as she goes on her
first ever spacewalk, and new crew members arrive. Find
out how she trained for her mission and what it's like living
and working in space. How do you eat and drink at zero
gravity? How do space toilets work? What are space suits
designed for?

24 Hours in Space

9781474998161
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 8/31/2022
$16.95 CAD
64 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Sarah Hull, Susanna Rumiz

You'll never guess what doctors call tummy rumbles or
how many smells your nose can recognise, and did you
know that you could catch a yawn? This delightful
information book is full of fun and surprising things to
know about the human body, all brought to life by
Susanna Rumiz's warm, humorous illustrations. You'll be
amazed by what's inside!

Lots of Things to Know About Your Body

9780358732884
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 12/13/2022
$13.50 CAD
96 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Anita Sanchez, Gilbert Ford

Things going rotten in all of their slimy glory are
fascinating, and kids will love learning how vultures, fungi,
dung beetles, and more aid in this smelly aspect of the life
cycle that’s right under our noses.

Rotten!

9781405292566
Red Shed
Pub Date: 4/18/2023
$21.99 CAD
32 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Catherine Barr, Yuliya Gwilym

The science of color as you've never seen it before – this
captivating book for kids aged 5+ covers key STEAM
subjects: science, technology, engineering, art and math.

Why is the sky blue? Why is snow white and darkness
black? How do our eyes and brain create a world of color?

How Colour Works
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9781474943642
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/17/2020
$17.95 CAD
16 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Rosie Dickins, Shaw Nielsen

Find out all about atoms, what they are and where they
come from - and how these tiny particles combine to
make up EVERYTHING in the universe (including you).
Packed with intriguing facts, this is an entertaining and
accessible introduction to key scientific ideas. Part of
Usborne’s bestselling “See Inside” lift-the-flap non-fiction
series, which includes over 40 titles. With beautiful
full-colour illustrations and fascinating details to discover on
every page. Written in consultation with an expert
chemist.

See Inside Atoms & Molecules BB

9780062967367
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 5/25/2021
$21.99 CAD
40 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Anna Crowley Redding, Yas Imamura

From Emmy Award–winning journalist Anna Crowley
Redding, this captivating nonfiction picture book explores
the fabled apple tree that inspired Isaac Newton’s theory of
gravity. From a minor seed to a monumental icon, it
inspired the world’s greatest minds, including Albert
Einstein and Stephen Hawking. 

The Gravity Tree: The True Story of a Tree
That Inspired the World

9781803705286
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 6/7/2023
$18.95 CAD
128 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Jerome Martin, Alice James, Lan Cook, Tom Mumbray,
Alex Frith, Federico Mariani, Shaw Nielsen, Dominique
Byron, Micaela Tapsell

A colourful information book filled with 100 fascinating and
mind-blowing facts. Scientists and historians have
discovered a lot about our past, our future and how the
world works, but SO MUCH remains unknown. What is
dark matter? How fast could a T. rex run? How did Mary
Queen of Scots keep her dying wishes secret from her
enemies? This exciting book explores the edges of human
knowledge and the vast world of science just waiting to be
uncovered.

100 Things to Know About the Unknown

9781474950626
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 9/16/2019
$18.95 CAD
128 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Federico Mariani, Parko Polo

What are phantom islands? How did the Black Death
cause an ice age? How could graffiti save endangered
tortoises? Find the answers to these questions and 97
more in this bold, graphic and exciting book, full of
amazing things to know about Planet Earth. Covers a wide
range of topics from the expected ¬– including forests,
seas, and volcanoes – to the unexpected – singing sand,
rainforest caves and rubber ducks. With bold artwork, and
clear text in 100 bite-sized topics, perfect for dipping in and
out of, and sharing with family and friends. A new addition
to the bestselling series – other titles include Space,
Science, History and Food. Includes links to websites to
discover more about the planet, how it works, and how to

100 Things to Know About the Planet Earth

9780062943309
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 2/23/2021
$10.99 CAD
48 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Seymour Simon

In easy-to-digest sections, science expert Seymour Simon
explores the climate crisis and humanity’s role in causing it
and discusses what youth activists and experts are doing
to fix it.

Climate Action: What Happened and What
We Can Do

9781474986311
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 12/30/2022
$17.95 CAD
14 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Laura Cowan, Bao Luu, Emily Bone

Have you ever wondered what it feels like to be in an
earthquake, or close to a volcano when it erupts? With lots
of flaps to lift, this book takes you on a tour of shaking
cities and rumbling volcanoes to discover why these forces
happen, how they shape our planet, and how people live
in places where they strike.

Look Inside: Volcanoes and Earthquakes

9780062953360
Greenwillow Books
Pub Date: 5/19/2020
$21.99 CAD
40 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Seth Fishman, Isabel Greenberg

From shore to suburb, the ocean connects all of us
in unexpected ways—through the weather, our water, our
food sources, and more! In their signature informative and
child-friendly style, the award-winning creators of A
Hundred Billion Trillion Stars explore how the ocean affects
everyone—no matter where they live—and how everyone
affects the ocean. Fans of Jess Keating’s Shark Lady and
Kate Messner’s The Brilliant Deep will be hooked.

The Ocean in Your Bathtub

9781474996402
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 11/23/2022
$13.95 CAD
64 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Andy Prentice, Laurent Kling

Join a friendly mechanic for a day working on a research
base and out on the ice. Learn about the challenges of
surviving in the Antarctic, explore the incredible landscape
and meet the local wildlife, as you discover all the amazing
and important science that is being done down in the
South Pole

24 Hours in Antarctica
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9780008560607
HarperCollinsChildren'sBooks
Pub Date: 10/25/2022
$19.99 CAD
96 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Sir David Attenborough, Matt Whyman, Richard Jones

The official children’s book to the Netflix original
documentary series, Our Planet, with a foreword
by Sir David Attenborough.

Our Planet

9781801313124
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/5/2023
$18.95 CAD
16 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Laura Cowan, Qu Lan

A highly-illustrated, carefully-researched flap book about
the mysterious depths of the ocean.

See Inside: The Deep

9780755501144
Red Shed
Pub Date: 2/7/2023
$21.99 CAD
32 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Rebecca Lewis-Oakes, Max Rambaldi

A beautifully illustrated book for children aged 6+ that
explores the incredible myths behind the biggest questions
about our planet . . . and the sensational science we know
today.

Mythical Science

9780358743255
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 3/7/2023
$13.50 CAD
80 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Mary Kay Carson, Tom Uhlman

Dynamic Scientists in the Field duo, author Mary Kay
Carson and photographer Tom Uhlman, follow scientist
Robin Tanamachi and her team in this thrilling addition to
the critically acclaimed series as they try to save countless
lives across America’s heartland, chasing one tornado at a
time.?

The Tornado Scientist

9781803701349
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 7/18/2023
$16.95 CAD
64 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature / Earth

Emily Bone, Ekaterina Gaigalova

A collection of amazing facts exploring the wonders of
weather.

Lots of Things to Know About Weather

9781474979863
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/5/2021
$17.95 CAD
128 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Andy Prentice, Eddie Reynolds, El Primo Ramon

What Climate Change is, why it's happening, and what we
can do to reverse it.

Climate Crisis For Beginners

9780062981394
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 2/16/2021
$23.99 CAD
48 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Susan Hood, Christiane Engel

Perfect for Earth Day and Poetry Month promotions, The
Last Straw: Kids vs. Plastics is a nonfiction STEM picture
book of activist poems about the threat of plastic and how
kids are combating environmental challenges from award-
winning author Susan Hood.

The Last Straw: Kids vs. Plastics

9781405295659
Red Shed
Pub Date: 8/3/2021
$13.50 CAD
160 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Sarah Klymkiw, Kim Hankinson

Empowering the Greta Thunberg generation to change
fast fashion.

Fashion Conscious
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9781474998475
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 5/24/2023
$17.95 CAD
128 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature /

Andy Prentice, Lan Cook, Anton Hallmann

A comprehensive and accessible introduction to ecology.

Ecology for Beginners

9781474998864
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/27/2023
$17.95 CAD
14 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Social Topics / Emotions

Lara Bryan, Teresa Bellon

Introduces young readers to the fascinating subject of how
their bodies work.

Step Inside Science: Your Body

9780358629399
Versify
Pub Date: 10/4/2022
$18.50 CAD
128 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Social Topics / Prejudice &

Tiffany Jewell, Nicole Miles

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
This Book Is Anti-Racist, Tiffany Jewell, with art by
Eisner-nominated illustrator Nicole Miles, The
Antiracist Kid is the essential illustrated guide to
antiracism for empowering the young readers in
your life!

The Antiracist Kid

9780062954114
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 2/23/2021
$18.50 CAD
400 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Social Topics /

Katty Kay, Claire Shipman, JillEllyn Riley

The authors of the bestselling phenomenon The
Confidence Code for Girls, which spent TWENTY-EIGHT
WEEKS on the New York Times middle grade bestseller
list, return to share more confidence-boosting advice and
the stories of real-life Girls of Action making a difference in
the world today.

Living the Confidence Code

9780063008489
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 4/6/2021
$19.99 CAD
336 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Social Topics /

Amy Morin, Jennifer Naalchigar

Perfect for graduation, this middle grade book from the
author of the adult international bestseller 13 Things
Mentally Strong People Don’t Do, Amy Morin, will teach
tweens how to think, feel, and act stronger than ever! For
fans of The Confidence Code for Girls, this book tackles
mental strength in a relatable way, with graphics and a
cool design throughout.

13 Things Strong Kids Do: Think Big, Feel
Good, Act Brave

9780063067189
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 10/4/2022
$18.50 CAD
304 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Social Topics /

Justin Baldoni

From a well-known TV star and author comes a real-talk,
empathy-building guidebook for readers 11 and up, filled
with true stories from the author’s life and interactive text
that encourages critical thinking, tackles sensitive topics,
and more. Think “Confidence Code for boys.”

Boys Will Be Human

9781803709543
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 6/13/2023
$20.95 CAD
96 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Technology

Kenneth Gatland, Gordon Davies, Terry Hadler, Brian
Lewis, Michael Roffe, George Thompson

BOOK OF THE FUTURE

9781474997263
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 9/27/2022
$16.95 CAD
64 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Technology / Aeronautics,

Laura Cowan, Alyssa Gonzalez

You'll never guess how many stars there are in the
universe, who the first astronauts were, or why sunsets
are blue on Mars! Discover the answers to these and all
sorts of weird and wonderful facts about what lies beyond
Planet Earth, as you take this exciting journey into outer
space.

Lots of Things to Know About Space
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9780062490865
HarperCollins
Pub Date: 2/26/2019
$9.99 CAD
40 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Technology / How Things

Seymour Simon, Mike Lowery

The latest picture book in the award-winning Let’s-
Read-and-Find-Out series is this updated edition of
Seymour Simon’s How to Talk to Your Computer, with
brand-new illustrations and revised text that is simple and
engaging and introduces conditions, loops, and functions.

How to Talk to Your Computer

9780358697091
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 2/7/2023
$10.99 CAD
208 pages • Paperback
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Technology / How Things

Mindy Thomas, Dave Coleman, Guy Raz

From #1 New York Times best-selling authors Mindy
Thomas and Guy Raz, hosts of the #1 kids podcast Wow
in the World, comes a book bursting with 250
awe-inspiring, jaw-dropping science facts, photos, and
illustrations.

Wow in the World: What in the Wow?!

9780063067769
Balzer + Bray
Pub Date: 3/8/2022
$18.50 CAD
272 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Comics & Graphic Novels

Laura Gao

An insightful and hilarious graphic memoir of a queer
Chinese-American immigrant, from debut author-
illustrator Laura Gao.

Messy Roots: A Graphic Memoir of a
Wuhanese American

9780062278265
Quill Tree Books
Pub Date: 7/6/2021
$18.50 CAD
208 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Comics & Graphic Novels

ND Stevenson

From ND Stevenson, the New York Times bestselling
author-illustrator of Nimona, comes a captivating, honest
graphic novel memoir that finds him turning an important
corner in both his creative and personal journeys—and
inviting readers along for the ride.

The Fire Never Goes Out

9780063311565
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 5/16/2023
$28.50 CAD
128 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Comics & Graphic Novels

Don Brown

A young adult graphic novel that will capture the
complexities of the war in Ukraine, focusing on the
siege of Mariupol (Feb–May 2022) and the brave
people who stayed to defend their city against
Russian forces as well as the resulting effects on
global politics

83 Days in Mariupol: A War Diary

9780063017115
Quill Tree Books
Pub Date: 1/26/2021
$21.99 CAD
320 pages • Hardcover
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Family / Multigenerational

Waka T. Brown

Blackbird Fly meets The Farewell in this empowering
middle grade memoir from author Waka T. Brown, who
takes readers on a journey to Japan, where she was sent
as a child in the 1980s to reconnect to her family’s roots.

While I Was Away

9780063057937
HarperTeen
Pub Date: 7/19/2022
$24.99 CAD
208 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Language Arts /

Storybooth, David SanAngelo

From Storybooth—the YouTube storytelling sensation with
over five million subscribers—comes a full-color, illustrated
compilation of never-before-seen and classic stories that
combine the compelling storytelling of Humans of New
York, the affirming tone of Chicken Soup for the Teenage
Soul, and the “you can” attitude of The Confidence Code
for Girls. 

Storybooth

9780063067363
Quill Tree Books
Pub Date: 4/25/2023
$19.99 CAD
272 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Personal Finance

Berna Anat, Monique Sterling

In this illustrated, accessible guide, hilarious Financial Hype
Woman and content creator Berna Anat explains the
basics of personal finance—from budgeting and money
mindset to debt and investing—so that teens and young
adults feel empowered to shape their futures and change
their world.

Money Out Loud
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9780063056671
Balzer + Bray
Pub Date: 10/4/2022
$14.99 CAD
224 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Social Topics / Civil &

Brandy Colbert

Award-winning author Brandy Colbert arrives with a bold,
unflinching, unforgettable new work of nonfiction that tells
the story of one of the most deadly and destructive acts of
racial violence in American history: the 1921 destruction of
the Greenwood district of Tulsa, Oklahoma, commonly
known as the Tulsa Race Massacre.

Black Birds in the Sky

9780358439653
Clarion Books
Pub Date: 11/1/2022
$18.50 CAD
384 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Social Topics / Dating &

Drew Pinsky, Paulina Pinsky

From celebrity MD Dr. Drew Pinsky and his daughter
Paulina Pinsky comes an entertaining and comprehensive
guide to sex, relationships, and consent in today’s #MeToo
era that’s been called “a user-friendly guide [that] should
make things easier for parents, counselors, and kids alike”
(Booklist, starred review). Perfect for teens, parents, and
educators to facilitate open and positive conversations
around the tricky topic of consent. Now in paperback!

It Doesn't Have to Be Awkward

9780063069503
Katherine Tegen Books
Pub Date: 6/6/2023
$19.99 CAD
240 pages • Paperback
Young Adult Nonfiction /
Social Topics / Dating &

Eliot Schrefer, Jules Zuckerberg

This groundbreaking illustrated YA nonfiction title from
two-time National Book Award finalist and New York
Times bestselling author Eliot Schrefer is a well-researched
and teen-friendly exploration of the gamut of queer
behaviors observed in animals.

Queer Ducks (and Other Animals)
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